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Reimagine your




 business with data

 ROI from AI/ML

 enterprise data fabric









Combining data engineering and AI to deliver higher ROI







Explore our services




















Analyst Recognition
Everest Group names Sigmoid a "Major Contender" and "Star Performer" in the Analytics and AI Specialists Services PEAK Matrix® - 2024

Enterprises seek specialist firms to run pilot projects and scale implementations, demanding proven ROI in their analytics investments. In this report, Sigmoid features as a "Star Performer" among 26 analytics and AI service providers.


Read more
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Article
How Generative AI can help your business thrive in the digital economy

As the next pivotal point for productivity and efficiency, explore how you can seamlessly adopt generative AI models to unlock the power of your data and accelerate your business.


Read article
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Financial services
Enabling data-driven banking and financial services

Transform processes, manage risk, and ensure regulatory compliance with our end-to-end data solutions. Learn more to create a seamless banking experience and unearth opportunities at every stage of the customer lifecycle.


Get started
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CPG Analytics
Stay one step ahead of changing consumer demands with CPG data insights

Leverage advanced CPG analytics to streamline data across multiple sources with our data engineering and AI solutions, build resilient supply chains, save costs through inventory planning, and optimize ROMI.


Elevate your brand impact
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eBook
Your action plan to kickstart the Generative AI journey

Uncover new productivity frontiers across a multitude of applications with our latest guidebook that dives deep into evolution of AI, generative AI use cases, top tools and how generative AI can transform data management.


Download eBook
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Manufacturing
Gain complete visibility into your manufacturing operations

From streamlined operations and real-time insights to customized dashboards, we empower industrial leaders to maximize efficiency, automate production processes , and minimize downtime with industrial analytics service.


Get started
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Sigmoid integrates data engineering, data science, and analytics to help enterprises gain a competitive edge through improved decision-making.




Learn more about us







What distinguishes us?
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Data engineering processes to build robust systems
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Operationalize AI faster by combining DataOps and MLOps
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Enterprise-grade automated intelligent solutions


















Learn more about us















What we do
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Data Strategy




Modernize your data fabric and build a robust analytics roadmap to accelerate business initiatives.




Chart your roadmap
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Data Engineering




Improve efficiency of data pipelines on cloud and operationalize AI platforms to drive business outcomes.




Access quality data faster
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Data Science




Proven AI consulting and production-level ML services to deliver high success rate on your analytics initiatives.




Maximize your ROI



















Accelerators

Speed up time to insights and enhance decision-making with pre-built analytics assets and proprietary frameworks using our data engineering and AI/ML expertise.

Get faster insights
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Awards and recognition 
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Customer success stories

View all success stories 
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98% accuracy in identifying products using ML-based image processing for a F100 CPG company


	Improved consumer intelligence for marketing campaigns
	96% precision in detecting in-house and competing brands
	Detected 25+ object types in personal and beauty category



Case Study PDF
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Produced 10x faster insights with data migration from on-prem systems to Snowflake for a leading fintech company


	Enhanced data pipelines efficiency by 10X
	Enabled real-time query resolution
	90% cost reduction in complex analytical queries



 Case Study PDF
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Built a centralized AI deployment platform for a CPG company that ensured 7x faster deployment of ML models across the globe


	85% reduction in time to scale ML models
	2x savings in model run costs
	Enabled better collaboration on a single platform



Case Study PDF
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10X faster insights from IoT sensors with automated data pipelines for an industrial tools manufacturer


	10X improvement in dashboard query performance
	Reduced dashboard data update time from 3 days to <1 hour 
	Minimized new feature deployment costs



Case Study PDF
































Reckitt's cloud optimization journey with Sigmoid

“Sigmoid has been a vital part of our success story. They are highly skilled and knowledgeable in managing data in multi-cloud environments and with their expertise we have been able to achieve cloud cost visibility at an appropriate level across our cloud infrastructure.”

Aritro Ghosh

 IT&D Senior Data Engineering Manager, Reckitt
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Powering enterprises with hyperscaler partnerships
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Insights and perspectives














Whitepaper
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Build a data analytics team for digital business

Modern enterprises driven by the data economy, need dedicated data teams today more than ever. Dive into our whitepaper to enable insights-driven decision making.


Download whitepaper











POV
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Data quality for modern enterprises

In the ever-evolving technology landscape, organizations that prioritize data quality see a 25% increase in revenue. Learn how to achieve it and get tangible outcomes for the business.


Download POV











Blog
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Role of GenAI in data life cycle management

Explore the untapped potential of Generative AI in data sourcing, integration, and beyond. Read the blog to harness new possibilities in data lifecycle management.


Read blog

















Ebook
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Build modern data architecture with data lake

Everything revolves around data. Discover how organizations build robust data foundations using data lakes to fuel growth, innovation and gain real-time insights.


Download eBook











Webinar
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Drive business value with cloud data warehouse

Discover how businesses are embracing the cloud for cutting-edge AI & ML initiatives. Join the conversation and uncover winning strategies that drive business success


Watch webinar
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Build a data analytics team for digital business

Modern enterprises driven by the data economy, need dedicated data teams today more than ever. Dive into our whitepaper to enable insights-driven decision making.


Download whitepaper

















POV
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Data quality for modern enterprises

Organizations that prioritize data quality see a 25% increase in revenue. Learn how to achieve it and get tangible outcomes for the business.


Download POV
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Role of GenAI in data life cycle management

Explore the untapped potential of Generative AI in data sourcing, integration, and beyond. Read the blog to harness new possibilities in data lifecycle management.


Read blog

















Ebook
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Build modern data architecture with data lake

Everything revolves around data. Discover how organizations are using data lakes to fuel growth and gain real-time insights.


Download eBook

















Webinar
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Drive business value with cloud data warehouse

Discover how businesses are embracing the cloud for cutting-edge AI & ML initiatives. Join the conversation and uncover winning strategies that drive business success


Watch webinar
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Maximize value with supply chain control towers

Ready to redefine supply chain resilience? Learn how modern businesses are leveraging AI-powered supply chain control towers to reduce costs and enhance resilience.


Read blog


























Customer testimonials











Sigmoid has been a vital part of our success story. They are highly skilled and knowledgeable in managing data in multi-cloud environments and with their expertise we have been able to achieve cloud cost visibility at an appropriate level across our cloud infrastructure.

Aritro Ghosh

IT&D Senior Data Engineering Manager,

Reckitt






Sigmoid’s data science and data engineering teams are exceptional in understanding data and provide custom innovative solutions that directly impact the business revenue.

Michael Christian R. Collemiche

Head of Data and Analytics,

Belcorp






Sigmoid has been a fantastic partner to us. They bring top talent with the best technical expertise to the table and consistently deliver great results. They are a trusted partner and a pleasure to work with.

Sabina Rizvi

COO - Digital and Technology,

Leading QSR chain






Sigmoid’s solution helps us deliver best-in-class insights and services!

Paul Ryan

Chief Technology Officer,

OpenX






Sigmoid is our strategic data and analytics partner. Their expertise in complex large-scale data engineering is by far the best.

Nikhil Jain

VP - Data Science and Data Management,

US LBM






With Sigmoid's data engineering, and dashboarding solutions, we now have access to a near real-time scorecard that tracks various brand performance metrics efficiently, and improved decision-making to drive brand value.

Doug Cook

CTO,

Jack in the Box






Since integrating Sigmoid’s real-time platform, we have better visibility into high-volume data sets and have been able to translate these insights into new business opportunities.

Itay Riemer

VP - Programmatic and Data for Brand Solutions,

ironSource






With Sigmoid’s tools, we’ve been able to focus our efforts on building excellent products, rather than being distracted building extra data pipelines, visualization tools, and APIs.

Dan Barnett

EVP - Engineering

MobileFuse






Sigmoid has been our preferred data and analytics partner. Their teams have an innovative approach to problem-solving and are highly invested to deliver tangible business results!


VP Marketing of Digital, eCommerce and Brand Engagement,

Leading home, health and hygiene company






















Let’s talk data!

Want to get faster and higher returns on your data and analytics initiatives?







Talk to our experts






























Let’s talk data!
Want to get faster and higher returns on your data and analytics initiatives?







Contact us





























Get the latest in Data Engineering, Cloud, and AI!

Sign up for our monthly newsletter













Data Engineering




Data Science
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